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ABSTRACT
Oral cancer has stereotypically been associated with mostly geriatric patients who
smoke. However, this ailment affects younger people as well and there are several
other factors that also cause laryngeal cancer such as voice overuse or prolonged
GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease). Laryngeal cancer inevitably leads to
surgery or laryngectomy and thereafter, loss of phonation (i.e. loss of voice) by
the patients. In addition, vocal fold paralysis could also lead to loss of phonation.
One commonly-adopted method for voice rehabilitation after the laryngectomy is
the use of an electronic larynx device (hereafter referred to as the electrolarynx).
These devices create a machine-like raspy and monotonous sound, which lacks
speech clarity. However, given the relatively small number of patients affected by
this rare ailment, companies consider the market insignificant and therefore do
not invest in research and development to improve this speech technology for the
affected population, even though the need is real.
The main objective of this project is to research the gap between the usual
laryngeal speech and the speech produced by the present-day electrolarynx, and
to identify the major causes of the discrepancies. This effort would help to support
the creation of a better voice prosthesis for laryngectomees (people who have
undergone laryngectomy), especially given the dearth of research in this field.
To achieve this goal, some of the prior arts were researched and analyzed,
weighing their merits and re-evaluating some of the ideas to identify the most
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promising directions. Previous works focused heavily on investigating new
methods for noise reduction, which are neither applicable to real-time
enhancement of electrolaryngeal speech nor to the removal of the mechanical
perceptibility. Our approach looked at the problem from various perspectives and
proposes a novel Human Audio Sensing approach for the electrolaryngeal speech
enhancement. As an alternative for voice rehabilitation, an articulatory pattern
recognition method was proposed for speech. In this work, an existing
electrolarynx (Servox model) was studied, analyzed in detail and modified in order
to monitor the improvements.
Given the studies and the results obtained, it was concluded that implementing
improvements to the present electrolarynx requires a holistic approach. This
approach addresses several factors, such (1) an overhaul of the excitation signal
or source sound, which comprises attention to the driving waveform and prosody
integration and (2) an efficient coupling or transmission of the generated ideal
excitation signal. This investigation also led to the design of a new product
incorporating breath sensors to help facilitate the production of a more naturalsounding speech, which also eliminates the normal electrolarynx control buttons
thus paving the way for a hand-free product. In addition, another alaryngeal
speech production technique employing an articulatory recognition system was
proposed.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Motivation:
Speech plays a very significant role in communication. For humans, the organ
largely responsible for speech production is the larynx, which is colloquially
referred to as the Voice Box. The ability to speak is very often taken for granted
but unfortunately, due to many different circumstances, this can be lost. The
trauma of losing one’s voice can cause many health problems in addition to
psychological consequences.
The motivation of this research is geared towards an effective natural-sounding
speech for people who have had their larynxes surgically removed. This stems
from the fact that since its invention in the late 1950s, the electronic larynx has
been plagued with limitations, including reduced speech intelligibility and lack of
substantial

inflection,

which

impedes

an

efficient

speaker-listener

communication. The unnatural jarring sound also tends to draw unwanted
attention to its users. Although there has been some research done in this field
and some minor improvements made over the years, the electrolarynx (electronic
or artificial larynx) still sounds robotic at the time of this writing and the patients
requiring this device are still not served. Perhaps this lack of progress can be
attributed to the un-unified nature of these research efforts or the inability to
build upon existing ones. Lack of attention for these challenges could also be one
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of the reasons that this research has not been at the forefront of speech
processing research. However, a significant portion of the explanation lies in the
fact that the market demand for these devices does not seem significant enough
for most companies to invest in R&D (Research and Development) to develop a
better technology. The need for the improved device is however very real and the
population is not being served. It is even more disheartening considering how far
speech technology has advanced in this present day yet, this electronic-larynx
speech device still sounds very primitive.
Working towards a more unified approach toward alaryngeal speech
enhancement, this project creates a knowledge base that documents research
conducted thus far in this field. It strives to provide a better understanding of
speech production, addresses some relevant questions about gaps between
laryngeal and alaryngeal speech (especially the electrolaryngeal speech) and
makes some suggestions for a path forward. The design and implementation of a
proposed novel improved electrolarynx is one of the major contributions resulting
from this work. This multidisciplinary thesis is therefore organized thus:
Chapter 2 discusses statistics and background of laryngeal cancer with some
discussion on the state-of-the-art electronic larynx and its limitations as well as
some investigations into the larynx and how natural speech is produced.
Chapter 3 addresses existing work or prior art with respect to electrolaryngeal
speech enhancement, draws on key findings and makes some projections.
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Chapter 4 asks some preliminary questions and reports on exploratory
experiments to better understand the problems of the electrolaryngeal speech:
For instance- “what is this difference between laryngeal and electrolaryngeal
speech: addition or subtraction?” “Can these differences between be seen in time
or frequency domain?”
Chapter 5 dwells on the major contributions of this thesis work leveraging the
understanding gained from the natural speech production mechanism, literature
review and from the experiments conducted.
Chapter 6 is the conclusion, which reiterates the problem statement and the
methodology towards its solution in addition to future studies. It also gives an
insight into a shift in research focus for an improved alaryngeal speech.
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Chapter 2
LARYNGEAL CANCER, ELECTROLARYNX AND SPEECH PRODUCTION
Background:
Laryngeal Cancer and loss of phonation:

This section, strongly stresses the importance of overcoming the social
misconception about people afflicted with laryngeal cancer and strives to
reinforce the reality of this horrible affliction.
People subconsciously dismiss laryngeal cancer or work associated with it on the
assumption that it only happens to people who smoke or drink or only to older
people. This is not to say that society does not necessarily empathize or appreciate
the work done in the field, but many individuals in the general public feel far
removed from it. This section hopes to overcome this near sighted perspective
and foster more sustained interest and awareness to this issue. It is a goal that this
work will also shed more light on the key statistics and many other causes of
laryngeal cancer.
Causes of Laryngeal Cancer:

According to the American Cancer Society [1], Laryngeal cancer is caused by many
factors such as:


Smoking



Alcohol consumption
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Voice over-use



Prolonged toxic exposure such as asbestos, wood-dust, soot, paint fumes
and certain other chemicals.



Prolonged GERD (Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease)



HPV (Human papillomavirus) infection



Poor Nutrition (especially from vitamin deficiency)



Genetic factor and syndromes from mutation



Weak immune systems

Smoking and alcohol consumption account for a large amount of laryngeal and
more generally head, neck and throat cancers. However, other over-looked
factors are easily encountered in our day-to-day lives such as workplace exposures
to chemicals that could also cause laryngeal cancer, which may eventually lead to
phonation difficulties and other associated problems.

Statistics:

The number of people affected by laryngeal cancer is relatively small. The
American Cancer Society estimates an annual occurrence of 13,560 people in the
United States. For the year 2016, the US estimate is 13,430 new cases. This
comprises 10, 550 men and 2,880 women, as the risks are higher for men than
women [1].
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In addition, laryngeal cancer is also more prevalent in adults who are 50 years and
above. From a racial perspective, occurrence is higher for African Americans and
Caucasians than Asians or Latin Americans [1].
In general, laryngeal cancer is considered a rare disease by the Office of Rare
Diseases (ORD) since it affects fewer than 200,000 patients in the US.

Understanding the larynx:

Relevance/Importance:

Clearly, the design of alaryngeal speech prosthesis is a multi-disciplinary process
demanding a good understanding of various fields such as electrical and
mechanical engineering, biology and acoustics. ‘Understanding the larynx’ is
important as it addresses the biological organ that is responsible for phonation,
which this thesis revolves around. A proper understanding of the biology of the
larynx could aid in engineering a prosthesis or biomedical device, which helps to
produce more natural speech in the absence of the natural larynx. In addition,
more information about what happens when this very important phonation organ
is lost helps to make sense of the gap between laryngeal and alaryngeal speech
with more informed decisions about what can be done to more closely replicate
the natural art of speech production.
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Description:

Figure 1: Image of the larynx which is responsible for voice production

The larynx is a short, tube-like hollow organ, which is located between the pharynx
and the trachea forming an air passage to the lungs. It is also informally known as
the voice box, and it comprises the vocal folds (originally called vocal cords) with
the supporting cartilages and muscles.
Function:

The primary function of the larynx is to prevent foreign bodies from entering into
the air path by shutting the epiglottis immediately it is mechanically stimulated
hence pausing respiration momentarily and guarding against particles going down
to the trachea, bronchi and lungs [2]. Besides this primary function, the larynx also
aids in the valsalva maneuver and control of ventilation. It acts as a sensory organ,
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helps in coughing and houses the vocal folds, which are responsible for voicing or
the production of sound.
Structural Composition and Functionalities:

The larynx is composed of three large unpaired cartilages (cricoid, thyroid and
epiglottis), three pairs of smaller cartilages (arytenoids, corniculate, cuneiform)
and some other muscles [3]. Laryngeal motion is accomplished by the hyoid, which
provides attachment from the top as shown in Fig 1.
•

Epiglottis: blocks food particles from entering trachea

•

Thyroid Cartilage: forms cricothyroid joint

•

Cricoid Cartilage: forms both cricothyroid and cricoarytenoid joint

•

Arytenoid Cartilage pair: forms cricoarytenoid joint

Structures affecting vocal folds tension:

The length of the vocal folds and hence vocal folds tension is controlled by the
rocking of the thyroid cartilage and cricoid back and forth at the cricothyroid joint
since the vocal folds are attached to these cartilages. This helps to understand how
adjustments to the fundamental frequency, F0 (or perceived pitch) are made since
this acoustic property is determined by length and tension of the vocal folds [4].
According to the National Center for Voice and Speech, an adult female has a
maximum vocal folds length of about 10mm, while that of an adult male is 16mm
[5].
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Faster vocal-folds vibration implies an increase in pitch. Women have a
conversational-vibration average of 200Hz, while that of men is approximately
125Hz [5].
For an increased pitch (i.e. faster vibration), the vocal folds are stretched/flexed
longer and thinner, while they are slacked/contracted or made shorter and thicker
for a decreased pitch [6].
The mucosa tissue lining may also be of interest given that the mucosa tissue is
the part that vibrates for some phonation rather than the entire vocal folds.
Structures affecting the size of the vocal folds opening:

The opening and closing are technically referred to as the abduction (pulling away
from the central axis or other part) and adduction (pulling away from the central
axis or other part) of the vocal folds.
Abduction is controlled by the posterior cricothyroid muscle, while adduction is
brought about by a host of different muscles including the thyroarytenoid, and
lateral cricoarytenoid muscles [7]. This concept of ‘abduction and adduction’ is
highlighted in Fig 2 below.
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Figure 2: : Image of the abducted and adducted vocal folds. The white tube-like structures are the vocal folds
(source: voicenotes.com)

The space or region between the vocal folds is referred to as the Glottis. The valvelike vocal folds are open during respiration while they are nearly closed when
coughing, swallowing or speaking. This makes sense because the air pressure from
the lungs pulling upwards against the thin opening between the folds produces
the vibration, which is then converted to sound wave as the base excitation sound
required for speech production.
The amplitude (loudness of sound) is affected by the air pressure into the glottis
depending on the length of time of the closed phase of the vocal folds and the
buildup of air. Loudness is also a factor of resonances within the vocal tract.
In summary, Abduction, which occurs during inspiration, causes glottal opening,
while adduction, which happens during expiration, causes glottal closure. Speech
occurs during adduction when the vocal folds are closed. Speech amplitude is
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influenced by the glottal opening and vocal tract resonances while its pitch is
influenced by the length and tension of the vocal folds.
Having understood some of the mechanism of the larynx related to speech
production, the next sub-topic addresses methods of speech production after the
larynx is surgically removed.

Post-Laryngectomy or Alaryngeal Speech Background:
Following laryngeal cancer, total or partial laryngectomy (surgical removal of the
natural larynx) may become inevitable depending on the stage of the illness.
Consequently, there is a loss of the vocal folds and the connection thereof with
the trachea. Laryngectomees (patients who have undergone laryngectomy),
therefore lack phonation due to the missing air-pressure-modulation functionality
of the larynx and hence have to undergo speech or voice rehabilitation. The
aftermath of laryngectomy also includes loss of smell, difficulty in swallowing as
well as respiratory changes and hardening of the neck-skin area [8]. It is also
important to note that after laryngectomy, the larynx comprising the vocal folds
and the supporting cartilages as well as some neighboring structures are lost! To
compensate for the needed functionalities of some of these structures, the
digestive and respiratory tracts are separated since the epiglottis is missing. In
addition, the laryngectomee breathes through a stoma, an opening at the front of
the neck base, which leads to the trachea.
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Post laryngectomy, there is need for voice rehabilitation and alternate methods
of communication, which are typically referred to as alaryngeal speech.
Currently, there are three major methods of voice rehabilitation which are:


Esophageal speech (ES),



Tracheo-esophageal speech (TE) and



Electrolaryngeal speech (EL)

Esophageal Speech (ES):

The esophageal speech method is immediate as it does not require an additional
surgery nor does it require the use of any device or implants as shown in Fig 3
below. The absence of a device especially a hand-held one (such as the EL) implies
that the patient can use both hands while speaking. However, esophageal speech
involves insufflation of air in an upward motion towards the mouth cavity in other
to generate speech, which is somewhat similar to burping to produce speech. Due
to the complexity and the strength needed to achieve this, it requires intensive
practice and is ultimately exhausting and hence is not feasible for people who are
older. In addition, the quality produced from this type of speech is low [9], lacks
intensity and requires a great deal of effort from both the speaker and the listener
thus making communication largely inefficient.
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Figure 3: Esophageal Speech Demo; source: Inhealth Technologies

Trachea-esophageal speech (TE):

The trachea-esophageal speech requires additional surgical intervention after the
typical laryngectomy. This method involves insertion of a prosthesis (shown in Fig
4) in a surgical puncture made between the esophagus and the trachea of the
patient.

Figure 4: TEP Prosthesis; source: Inhealth

The uni-directional prosthesis allows for air passage from the lungs into the
esophagus but prevents food particles from entering the trachea, so the patient
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does not choke as a substitution for the epiglottis. Air is directed towards the
pharynx-esophageal region for vibration of the mucosa to produce sound. Fig 5
shows the use case of the TEP prosthesis and highlights how the speech is made.
With trachea-esophageal puncture, phonation sounds more natural with better
fluidity and speech reflex than the ES but given that health complications
associated with this speech technique are numerous, a great deal of attention,
intensive care and maintenance is needed here since hygiene is of the utmost
importance to the patient’s health especially with fluid leakages.

Figure 5: Tracheo-esophageal Speech Demo; source: Inhealth Technologies

Electrolaryngeal Speech (EL):

The electrolaryngeal speech, on the other hand, is the most commonly adopted
method for laryngectomees as it does not require additional surgery nor extra
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strenuous effort (such as burping in the case of the ES Speech) to produce speech
[9]. Electrolaryngeal speech can also be instantly adopted post-surgery hence
making this speech rehabilitation method immediate and viable. The electrolarynx
(EL), also referred to as electronic larynx, e-larynx or artificial larynx, is a tubular
electro-mechanical device which in a use state, is hand-held and coupled to the
neck, as shown in Fig 6, to inject a base sound into the oropharynx region which
eventually goes into the mouth cavity for further modulation into speech by the
rest of the vocal tract (lips, tongue, teeth and palates) An intraoral version also
exists which is most commonly adopted with users who have neck-coupling issues
with a hardened neck region from surgical radiation. With respect to speech
quality, the makeup of the electrolarynx (see chapter 4) renders the speech unnatural (i.e. highly mechanical and robotic) hence drawing unwanted attention to
its users.

Figure 6: Electrolaryngeal Speech Demo; source: Inhealth Technologies
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This thesis project therefore aims to investigate the root causes of the mechanical
perception of the electrolarynx and propose solutions that would provide a more
natural-sounding voice for patients who have undergone partial or total
laryngectomy. As mentioned earlier, there is a dearth of research in this field since
it is not considered lucrative with a small market size. However, this enhancement
really needs to be addressed as most times, it is not the disease that kills but the
psychological aura (depression from mourning loss of voice, loneliness, sensitivity
and self-cautiousness subsequently leading to reduced communication around
the patients). Users of the electrolarynx sometimes feel uncomfortable to talk in
public for various reasons such as drawing undesired attention due to the nature
of the speech produced. In addition, extra effort is needed to talk in noisy areas
especially since the sound is weak and easily drowned out by environmental noise
hence leading to exhaustion.
The next section describes the mechanism of speech production, which is essential
in identifying the discrepancies between laryngeal and alaryngeal speeches, and
offers great insight into the enhancement of electrolaryngeal speech.

Speech Production Mechanism:
According to voice foundation.org [10], three subsystems contribute to normal
speech production namely;
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1) Air pressure subsystem: This involves voice organs such as diaphragm and
lungs and their role is to provide and regulate air flow for the vocal folds
to vibrate. It could be imagined as the driving force or power supply)
2) Vibratory subsystem: This part comprises the larynx or voice-box and the
role is to vibrate in order to produce a sound wave or base excitation
sound, which would be further modulated to produce speech.
3) Resonating and Articulatory subsystem: This involves the rest of the vocal
tract- the palates, nose, lips, teeth and tongue and their function is to
change the excitation sound obtained from the vibratory subsystem into a
person’s distinct voice. This subsystem could be imagined as an acoustic
filter of time-varying coefficients.
In addition, according to [7], there should be adequate breath support and glottal
closure for sufficient glottal pressure, normal covering of the vocal folds, adequate
vocal cord length and tension control and substantial vibratory capacity of the
vocal folds tissues to produce good speech. With knowledge from [11], which
suggests that peaks of spectral envelopes correspond to resonances of vocal
tracts, differences between ideal and EL speeches could further be studied.
The current electrolarynx tries to mimic this normal speech production flow as
seen in Fig 7, but there exists a gap, with inaccurate modeling or oversimplification
of the speech production process. As a result, the resulting electrolaryngeal
speech has a non-human sounding nature.
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Figure 7: Image showing the interception of the normal speech flow with the EL compensatory subsystem

Observable structural differences post-laryngectomy:
During laryngectomy, the larynx and its surrounding tissues and cartilages are
removed thus creating some differences between the typical laryngeal and the
electrolaryngeal speech. Some of these differences are highlighted below:
1) Lack of the vocal fold properties which shapes a person’s voice- e.g. the
uniqueness of the number of layer, how moist it is, how much it opens and
closes etc. These fundamental details play a role, which when missing, may
not adequately or accurately reproduce the original voice.
2) External sourcing of the voicing sound, hence introducing different
acoustic properties.
18

3) Opening in the lower vocal tract from the missing normally-covered vocal
folds further affecting the acoustics.
4) Additional acoustic discrepancy from the interference stemming from the
inefficient transmission or coupling of the externally-sourced sound. The
EL-neck interface provides two sound paths to the listener’s ear which
leads to some interference and existence of zeros. Hardened neck region
from medical radiation introduces further reflections.

In general, the glottal speech sounds (i.e. voiced sounds such as vowels and some
voiced consonants) are the most affected after laryngectomy since the rest of the
vocal tract remains intact for the non-glottal speech sounds.
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Chapter 3
PRIOR ART: EVALUATIONS AND PROJECTIONS

In this chapter, previous works are investigated. Their contributions and
approaches are evaluated for their potential to create a synergistic solution to
natural-sounding electrolarynx devices. Each work is described along with its
potential and limitations. The goal of this chapter is to establish the most
promising fundamental work and to extrapolate the lessons learned so that a new
approach can be formulated.
Although some research work have been done to address the problem of the
mechanical perception of the electrolarynx, those existing works have been
largely un-unified, which has in some part contributed to the non-arrival of an
enhanced natural-sounding electrolarynx. In addition, some of the algorithmic
solutions have also not been realized into practice for various reasons. For
instance, while some of the research conducted were experimental in nature
relying on reference recorded speech signals [12, 13], some others have a level of
algorithmic complexity which inhibit real-time usage [14]. These experimental
works would however find application in the enhancement of recorded
electrolaryngeal speech.
To understand the multifaceted nature of the electrolarynx problem and to derive
a solution for this problem, previous research will be categorized according to the
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sub-problems being addressed and they will be analyzed alongside their variants
to show improvements or tradeoffs.
Sub-categories of existing electrolarynx research techniques:
1) Noise Reduction (Radiated buzz and Environmental noise)
2) Sound-Source Modification
3) Frequency/Pitch Controllability
Other prior art also include techniques such as EMG-based electrolarynx,
employment of beat frequency, codebook estimation method and other spectral
compensation techniques including introduction of jitter and shimmer.

Noise Reduction (Radiated buzz and Environmental noise):
Much work has been directed towards this sub-group with a notion that noise is
the major source of the perceived mechanical sound of the electrolarynx [15, 16].
This prompted one of the first questions in the investigation- Is noise really the
problem? Even if noise is the problem, is noise reduction the needed fix for realtime Electrolarynx usage? (See chapter 4) One of the hypothesis of this thesis is
that noise may just be a minimal factor (or better put, a symptom rather than the
cause) hence the non-appreciable improvement reported at the end of many of
the research works addressing noise as the bane of the electrolarynx.
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A review of the literature discussing noise reduction such as [15, 16] suggests that
the interfering noise could be divided into two categories;


the radiated buzz from the electrolarynx



environmental noise

The acoustic leakage of the radiated buzz is the more significant contributor to the
background noise. Knox and Annenberg [17] along with Holley et al. [18] reported
increased confusion and hence reduced intelligibility given lower SNR. It is
however interesting to explore the effects of a near-constant background noise
on intelligibility given that the ear may just get used to it after a while. This is
similar to researches which reported better acceptability of the electrolaryngeal
speech after prior exposure to the listeners.
To address the noise issue, three of these techniques have been employed most
frequently:


Shielding



Spectral and Cepstral Subtraction



Adaptive Noise Filtering

Shielding:

While some researchers believe that there is an improvement on the
electrolaryngeal speech after some level of shielding of the electrolarynx [13],
some others repeated the experiments years later but reported no significant
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enhancement [19]. When this experiment was revisited with a slight modification
by placing a thin amount of Styrofoam at the tip of the EL only (See chapter 4), the
resulting electrolaryngeal speech had reduced amplitude or loudness but sounded
friendlier according to MOS (Mean Opinion Score) as the harshness of the buzz
was toned down by the slight damping effort of the foam, which essentially
formed a baffle. Besides the comment on the friendliness of the resulting speech,
there was also no other appreciable difference according to MOS.
With respect to SNR, there is a two-fold implication: while some of the buzz is
slightly reduced hence leading to increased SNR [13], the attenuation of the
speech signal also results in reduced SNR. This counter-effect is more evident with
piezoelectric vibrators where the noise source is reduced but the signal strength
is relatively weak.

Spectral and Cepstral Subtraction:

The idea of spectral subtraction, introduced by Boll, is to change signal of interest
to frequency domain then estimate or deduce stationary noise from averaging the
noisy signal and thereafter subtracting it from the original noisy signal in order to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [20]. The phase part is left untouched since
it has little effect on perception. Some methods apply magnitude spectral
subtraction, MSS such as [21] while some others employ power spectral
subtraction, PSS such [22]
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Spectral subtraction based on minimum statistics is a noise reduction technique
typically applied to speech signals with dynamic noise [23].

Figure 8: Power Spectral Subtraction in DCT Domain [22]

Variants of this technique involve DCT transform employing minimum statistics to
better isolate speech signal energy [22]. This method has an added advantage of
not requiring voice-activity detector unlike most other techniques in addition to
its increased capability of identification and isolation of speech signal intensity and
computational simplicity. A block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig 8.
On the other hand, root cepstral subtraction helps with residual noise reduction
after spectral subtraction [24]. A hybrid approach employing both spectral
subtraction and root cepstral subtraction shows improvement over each of the
techniques used alone [15].
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Adaptive Noise Filtration:

The method of adaptive noise filtration or cancellation is used in a situation where
the desired signal is compromised by an additive, uncorrelated noise [19]. Here,
the technique involves obtaining a reference signal (interference) correlated to
the noise but uncorrelated with the desired speech signal. This interference signal
is subtracted out, the error in the subtraction is sensed and the weights of the
coefficients changes to minimize the error in subtraction as shown in Fig 9. In
summary, the functionalities of adaptive filters are:


Generate an error function



Minimize the error continuously

Figure 9: Block diagram of Adaptive Filter [19]
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Espy Wilson et al. reported success in improving the quality of electrolaryngeal
speech but not its intelligibility using adaptive filtration techniques. The challenge
here however rests in the fact that the reference (EL buzz) and the desired speech
(EL speech) are somewhat correlated having been derived from the same source.
Another way to think of this is that the current electrolarynx buzz is not necessarily
an additive noise but a signal-dependent noise. To its credit though, the adaptive
nature of the filter is a major “selling point” as changes resulting from pitch and
orientation of the electrolarynx in addition to other changes and noise are easily
compensated using this technique. It is definitely a promising direction and would
benefit from the engineering of a reference signal, which correlates to the buzz
but not the speech.

Sound-Source Modification:
The current electrolarynx excitation sound, a substitution for the laryngeal
voicing, is believed to contribute to the perceived un-naturalness in
electrolaryngeal speech.
Ma et al. [12] swapped out the excitation sound of the electrolarynx with that of
an equivalent recorded normal speech using cepstral techniques and this reduced
the monotonicity of the EL since a dynamic F0 contour was now introduced into
the EL speech. This experiment verifies that the right excitation sound
incorporating pitch variation is necessary for a non-monotonic sounding
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electrolarynx. In addition, since the usual laryngeal excitation lacked the buzzy
sound, the lack thereof, was also evident in the processed speech which sounded
much better implying that the buzz is actually detrimental to EL speech. A similar
result is obtained by recording a normal speech and its equivalent electrolaryngeal
version and then subtracting the latter from the former and thereafter adding the
difference back to the electrolaryngeal speech as seen in an experiment in chapter
4. From this experiment, the difference signal highlighted mainly low frequency
deficit.
Previous work by Qi and Weinberg, [25] and much later by Pandey and Basha [26]
have also reported low frequency deficit in electrolaryngeal speeches. While this
is true, it should be noted that the EL buzz itself exhibits this loss of low frequency
energy (<500Hz) even without being coupled to the neck unlike the sole
attribution of the deficit to the neck transfer function by Pandey and Basha.
With respect to sound source modification, Houston et al. [27] worked on the
development of sound source components such as a linear transducer design and
a waveform generation using inverse filtering, which they claim has the
implication of retaining a user’s pre-laryngectomy voice if recorded. This group
also reported success with these sound source modifications. The research work
from [28] also shows waveform ranking experiments which will prove useful to
understand the electrolarynx driver waveform as one of the sub-components of
the source sound.
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Wu et al. also contributed a reminder to compensate for the vocal tract distortions
from the laryngectomy [29]. Their work reported an improvement after
compensating for some changes in the vocal tract. Given this compensation
reminder from altered vocal tract model, an adequate allowance or compensation
factor should be factored in when engineering a more ideal excitation sound.

Frequency/Pitch Controllability:
Ma et al. reported that lack of pitch controllability was definitely one of the
problems of the electrolarynx in the cepstral analysis experiment [12] even though
this was masked under the umbrella of the entire excitation sound swap given that
the pitch was not the only factor not kept constant. Other prior act that modified
pitch alone and reported improvement [30] more clearly verify the importance of
intonation in speech hence reducing the perceived monotonicity of speech
produced using the electrolarynx device.
An invention by George Nagel et al implemented a capacitive slide sensor that
provides greater intonation in speech than the original electrolarynx [31]. Other
gesture-based methods for inflection exist as well but it should be noted that
when people talk, they do not keep track of whether they are increasing or
decreasing the frequency hence making these non-synchronized methods grossly
difficult to master. In addition, issues such as charge build-up and heavy
requirement for manual dexterity make this approach very difficult to adopt.
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Uemi et al. [30] on the other hand, implemented a device which controls pitch
using expiration. This is another work considered highly feasible and effective and
therefore, is a step in the right direction as the user does not have to think about
achieving inflection when needed.

Other Techniques:
Besides these three major classifications, there exist other techniques or prior arts
such as the codebook estimation method by Aguilar et al. [32] and the
employment of beat frequency in creating an electrolarynx [33].
Codebook Estimation Method:

The codebook method, as shown in Fig. 10 below, involves speech recording,
filtration and pre-processing, power estimation for silence detection, code-book
matching for the non-silence regions and eventually, concatenation with silence
to reproduce a better version of the original speech. This method is innovative but
cannot be used in real time since it heavily depends on recorded speech for its
functionality. It could however be very useful for electronic or recorded
applications.
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Figure 10: Codebook Estimation flowchart by Aguilar et al. [32]

Employment of beat frequency:

This is a very promising method that beautifully utilizes the physics of beat
formation using two parent frequencies in the ultrasound range. Here, given that
the two interfering signals are in the ultrasound range, they cannot be heard by
human ears and therefore combat the background noise problem. The beat
frequency (difference between the two parent frequencies), however, is placed
within auditory range as it is used to form the excitation sound for the rest of the
alaryngeal speech. Mills and Zara [33] utilized this method with a 3D simulation
reporting success in the generation of the beat frequency within the human
tissues with a projection that this will lead to a reduced EL noise outside the body.
This is a promising direction if this technique complies with health regulations.
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Discussion:
In summary, one could see that the problem of the current electrolarynx is really
multifaceted and therefore requires a holistic approach to its solution and not just
fixation on one aspect. This implies that the arrival of “the enhanced
electrolarynx”, which accurately reproduces natural human speech depends on a
deep understanding and inculcation of these insights from afore-mentioned
subcategories with adequate compensation for the change in the acoustic
properties of the vocal tract after laryngectomy. The challenges, however, lie in
the fact that these research efforts are largely un-unified, and make use of a nonstandard assessment for the improvements recorded, which makes it difficult to
analyze their relative improvements for further projections.
One of the goals of this chapter is to recommend a path forward having given a
summary of the approaches as shown above. One such recommendation is a
system-level collaborative effort of the ultrasonic beat-frequency approach
(Process 1) and the method of adaptive filtration (Process 2) which will prove
helpful in enhancing electrolaryngeal speech for real time application. The
justification of this lies in the fact that “Process 1” eliminates the problems of
inefficient transmission of sound into the body cavity, hence reducing background
noise since it was synthesized internally. It also eliminates a possibility of the
presence of zeros given that in the ideal case, a situation of two competing sound
paths to the listener’s will no longer exist. “Process 2”, on the other hand, will then
be used to remove extraneous or residual noise after a successful implementation
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of “Process 1”. In addition, “Process 2” could be more successful given a better
reference signal. However, it is also very important to mention that this
recommended combo-effort is dependent on a successful health approval for the
seemingly prolonged use of ultrasonic sounds [34].
Chapter 5 also offers another contribution to the subcategories towards
enhancing the electrolaryngeal speech and in addition, provides another method
for alaryngeal speech in general, which does not require many ‘uncertain’
subsystems like the electrolaryngeal speech. This method is deeply inspired by the
advancement of speech technology.
After a review of the literature and given that many of these techniques have been
in existence for a while, yet the limitations of the EL prevail, it points to a gap in
the complete understanding of the EL speech and steps needed to enhance it. The
following chapter therefore aims to further investigate the electrolarynx.
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Chapter 4
THE ELECTROLARYNX: CHARACTERIZATION, PRELIMINARY TESTS AND
EVALUATIONS

This chapter discusses the current electrolarynx in great detail and highlights
preliminary experiments conducted to better understand its working mechanism,
characterization and the effects of slight modifications.
The Electrolarynx:

Figure 11: The Electrolarynx diagram (Servox)

An electrolarynx (EL), shown in Fig 11 above, is also called an artificial larynx,
electronic larynx, or e-larynx. There are several brands of electrolarynx in the
market such as Servox, TruTone, Nuvoix, Optivox but the differences in the
physical look and sound quality amongst these brands are not very significant as
they still possess that underlying mechanical nature to the speech produced.
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Limitations of the EL:

Some of the limitations of the EL include;


distortion and mechanical perception demonstrated by the robotic nature
of the speech produced with the device. (This leads to difficulty in
comprehension for the listener and unwanted attention to the user)



confusion with voiced and voiceless pairs especially at the start of
sentences thereby leading to a decline in speech intelligibility.



inability to track and match speech prosody as the electrolaryngeal speech
sounds monotonous without capability of inflections. (This is especially
evident when asking questions or in heavily tonal languages e.g. the Igbo
language and many East Asian languages)



limited speech intensity. (Amplitude is relatively lower than laryngeal
speech and can be easily drowned in noisy environment)



inconvenience from the hand-held nature.

(EL users cannot

simultaneously talk while using both of their hands)
This could be summarized as problems regarding Speech Quality, Speech
Intelligibility, Prosody, Intensity and Inconvenience respectively. In addition to
these major limitations, the battery life is also another issue that needs attention
and could benefit from a better technology similar to those used in day-to-day
electronics.
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At this juncture, it is important to mention the distinction between Speech
intelligibility and Speech Quality.
According to ISO 9921: 2003 “Assessment of Speech Communication”, Speech
Intelligibility refers to the “measure of effectiveness of understanding speech”
[35] often expressed in percentage of speech items correctly recognized or
understood while Speech Quality is often a measure of a level of degradation or
audible distortion from a reference point say natural speech [36]. In simple terms,
Speech Intelligibility refers to “understandability” while Speech Quality refers to
“naturalness” of the speech. With respect to the level of objectivity, Speech
Quality is more subjective than Speech Intelligibility given that for the latter, one
either gets the message or not whereas speech quality could be considered as
having many “shades” or “grey area” depending on individual taste or measure.

Operation of the Electrolarynx:

The electrolarynx is an electromechanical device, which consists majorly of a
waveform generator, a transducer and a power source in addition to frequency
and volume controls. The output of the waveform generator drives the transducer
while the power source provides power for all the circuitry within. The typical
electrolarynx consists of an electromechanical transducer consisting of an
oscillating plunger or piston, which strikes the diaphragm membrane via
electromechanical principles to induce vibration [13]. This is accompanied by a
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buzz or sound, within the human speech range, which is introduced into the
resonant cavity for further modulation into speech by the rest of the vocal tracts.
Externally, the device has two buttons for frequency control (which also serve as
the on/off switch) although the perceived difference in frequency between these
two sounds is non-appreciable. The wheel knob or rocker switch located at the
right side of the two frequency buttons controls the volume. The top of the EL is
a rigid diaphragm which couples the generated sound into the oropharynx region
via the neck, while the base is the battery cover. The device also has an attached
safety carrying cord.

Characterization of the EL

To better understand the excitation sound of the electrolarynx, a short
experiment was setup to study the buzz first and then the driving waveform. Using
a sound meter, an oscilloscope and some connecting wires, the buzz waveform
when not coupled to the neck was captured as shown in Fig 12 below.

Figure 12: Periodic complex waveform of the electrolarynx buzz when not coupled to the neck
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This should not be confused with the driving waveform as Fig 12 above only shows
the content of the audible buzz, and not the waveform which drives the
transducer. The wave period was 11.88ms corresponding to a fundamental
frequency of 84Hz.
The driving waveform was estimated heuristically by connecting a speaker to
model the load. The frequency of the driver was then adjusted till it was close to
the perceived pitch of the buzz. Next, the duty cycle of the pulse was adjusted
until it more closely matched the sound and the buzz waveform. At the end of the
experiment, the driving waveform was estimated to be a pulse of frequency close
to 84Hz with a 20% duty cycle.
The frequency and duty cycle were analyzed to make sense of the choices. In
addition to its contribution for vowel production, a low frequency made sense
because it is more difficult to vibrate the muscles with pulses of higher
frequencies. This was tested with a speaker as the vibrating device while the
frequency of the driving waveform was continuously increased. It was observed
that as the pulse frequency increased, the vibration of the speaker reduced. On
the other hand, the characteristic low duty-cycle is also considered beneficial from
the standpoint of power consumption since less current is drawn. However, from
an acoustical perspective, this has some implications for the spectrum. For a 20%
duty-cycle, every fifth harmonic is removed, but in general, the narrower the duty
cycle of a pulse train, the flatter the harmonic spectrum. It is also important to
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note that a rectangular wave with odd harmonics only does not sound natural and
may contribute to the undesired perception of the EL speech.
A study of the difference between this EL buzz in free air vs within the oral cavity
was also pondered since this was the version that actually produced the speech
and not the external buzz itself. However, a spectral analysis of the external buzz
revealed a sparse energy content in the low frequency region even before it was
coupled to the neck. This test was re-done using Audacity software and even
though the perceived pitch of the EL buzz was approximately 125Hz, the actual
spectrum lacked lower frequencies till 400Hz where the first component had
significant energy.
This low frequency deficit begins to highlight the unsuitability of the excitation or
source sound. It is also important to note that this is another psychoacoustic
phenomenon to pay attention to when engineering the ideal source sound- a
perceived pitch may not necessarily be the actual fundamental frequency.
The suitability of the diaphragm cap was then considered- What if the material of
the diaphragm contributed to the perception of the EL speech? A short experiment
was therefore designed to form a baffle by placing some Styrofoam only at the tip
of the EL.
The resulting sounded slightly friendlier by MOS even though some of the
amplitude was traded off. The friendlier quality of the speech thus formed was
attributed to the attenuation of higher frequency distortions from the removal of
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the sharp sounds. For the typical electrolarynx, the high frequencies on successful
passage into the oral cavity may have even be further boosted if the harmonics
were located near formant frequencies. Nonetheless, this difference between the
EL and the foam-tip EL is non-appreciable. It would be interesting to see the effect
of a firm but slightly stretchy material such as “hides and skin” similar to those
used in drums. This was not tested to the unavailability of the material. A hardenough surface is however needed for mechanical coupling of sound to move the
neck tissues but it could produce a harsh tone if not optimal. Therefore, it should
be remembered that the EL cap does contribute to the overall transfer function as
it modifies the engineered spectrum of the sound source. Opening up the
electrolarynx, it was noticed that the piston responsible for moving back and forth
is not the part directly coupled to the neck. This “non-directness” introduces
further acoustic properties which should be compensated.

Noise Removal Experiment
An experiment was run to determine the impact of noise on electrolaryngeal
speech. Here, an existing DCT spectral subtraction algorithm by [22] was
implemented. The input and the output files are shown in figures 13 and 14 below.
The speech recording is “The sky that morning was clear and bright and blue”
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EL Speech Recording
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Figure 13: Electrolarynx Speech Sample

Denoised EL Speech
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Figure 14: Denoised electrolarynx speech

After the “denoising” process, the regions of silence were noticed to have less amplitude
or energy content as intended. The speech regions also had slight modifications. On
listening to the files however, it was observed that the improvement in the speech
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naturalness was non-appreciable confirming that the mechanical quality of the EL speech
is not just a factor of the radiated and environmental noise. Measurements in an anechoic
chamber supported the non-uniqueness of noise as the bane of the electrolarynx. This
shifts attention to other inherent properties causing the robotic perception of the EL
speech. Several other factors such as monotonicity from lack of inflection, speech timing,
and an underlying distortion led to the perceived harshness and mechanical nature of the
speech. This points towards an underlying non-ideal sound source.

Next, another speech sample was recorded using the EL and compared with its
equivalent laryngeal speech. The diagrams are shown from Figs 15-20
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Electrolaryngeal Speech vs. Laryngeal Speech

First, a recording of the buzz was compared with a natural female buzz sound as
shown in Fig 15 below. After that, the speech samples corresponding to male and
female laryngeal and electrolaryngeal speech for “Hello, how are you?” were
analyzed and compared.

Figure 15: Comparison of electrolaryngeal (left) and a female natural (right) buzz highlighting the EL
broadband noise

From the diagram above, the natural buzz had a more defined pitch at 400Hz
unlike the electrolaryngeal buzz which had broadband energy content “smeared”
over the spectrum. Note that the 200Hz energy on the natural buzz is not the
fundamental frequency but an indication of glottal air pressure. In addition,
although the electrolaryngeal speech showed a broadband energy content, the
low frequency band (<400Hz) had minimal energy content as seen from the plot
on the left.
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Figure 16: Amplitude spectrum of the electrolaryngeal (left) and Natural (right) Buzz

Fig 16 above more clearly shows the harmonics and distortions present in the
electrolaryngeal buzz. Suffice it to say that although the amplitudes are relatively
low, it is important to know that once within the oral cavity, some of these
harmonic frequencies which appear near the formant frequencies are amplified
and contribute immensely to the timbre of the speech produced (See last section
on chapter 4 for more explanations of these acoustic properties.)
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Figure 17: Time-domain analyses for laryngeal vs. EL speeches for both male and female
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Figure 18: Amplitude Spectral Diagram for Normal vs. EL speeches for both male and female
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Figure 19: Periodogram analyses for laryngeal vs. EL speeches for both male and female
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Figure 20: Spectrogram analyses for Normal vs. EL speeches for both male and female

From the time domain analysis as shown in Fig 17, the reduced intensity of the EL
speech is slightly evident compared to the laryngeal speech excluding the spikes.
In addition, the EL speech samples seems clipped regardless of the relative
amplitude when compared with the normal speech. This could explain some of
the distortions evident in EL speech which could further experience boosting
effect from the resonators. The low frequency deficit was not very apparent in this
particular speech samples given the choice of words which were heavily dominant
in the low frequency region since they were mainly vowel sounds. On zooming in
further though, the EL plots in Fig 18 demonstrated frequency components shifted
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to the right compared to their laryngeal counterparts. This points to slightly higher
formants in electrolaryngeal speeches.
From the listening exercise, the electrolarynx did not show significant inflection
even with the two buttons which were intended for frequency selection. This is
more noticeable when asking a question as the perceived frequency remained flat.
Sentences that were similar for interrogative and declarative version sounded
alike without the inflection at the end for distinction. In addition, the speech made
with the device sounded drawn out and slower than usual laryngeal speech.
The spectrogram (Fig 20) offered more insight into the laryngeal and the
electrolaryngeal speech. The harmonics of the vowel for the natural speeches
were more defined than the smeared out version of the electrolaryngeal speech
which could be the broadband noise. They were also regularly spaced with their
formants showing more energy density but this was not the case for the
electrolaryngeal speech. It is clearly not enough to just have the frequency
contents packed into the signal- they also have to be modulated right. It could also
be an indication of a difference in formant formation. This could prove helpful for
the engineering of the excitation tone.
In another experiment, an attempt to study the difference between the usual
laryngeal and electrolaryngeal speech led to the subtraction of the latter from the
former in the spectral domain. This difference signal was added back to the
electrolaryngeal speech and it sounded natural.
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Without accounting for phase, this was considered similar to noise addition which
launched off another experiment at noise addition. Adding small percentages of
different types of noise (including White and Gaussian noise) to the speech did
not yield significant improvement as well. This method of adding back the
difference is experimental and cannot be used in real time as a prior equivalent
laryngeal speech is required. The realistic use of the knowledge would be
incorporating that in the source signal generation.

Addressing the fixation on “noise” removal for a natural sounding electrolarynx
If an experiment is designed to successfully remove all noise sources and yet the
resulting EL speech still sounds mechanical or robotic, then it points towards noise
not being the only factor affecting the EL. However, this is not to say that noise is
not a factor affecting the EL speech, but it is a symptom of the umbrella problem
of “Source generation, efficient transmission and compensations” and not the
cause itself.
Previous research efforts were focused on noise removal but this detracts from
the actual enhancement of the real-time electrolaryngeal speech as the longawaited natural speech is largely dependent on a near-natural excitation sound.
Noise removal helps make the argument that the EL buzz noise competes with the
intended speech. Noise reduction makes speech sound relatively better and
increases speech intelligibility but it does not necessarily reduce the mechanical
perception of the EL. Therefore, to fix this issue, denoising is not the right step
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unless it is intended for recorded EL speech. Even for the latter, the speech is not
entirely made natural after denoising (given spectral subtraction implementation
and anechoic chamber measurements) since it still contains the inherent robotic
and non-ideal excitation sound which renders the processed speech still robotic.

Discussion:
The experiments with the electrolarynx demonstrated that the problem is due to
an unsuitable excitation sound. This is directly traced to the waveform generation,
sound generation and its efficient transmission or coupling as well as adequate
compensation for the neck load and modified vocal tract. These sub-units of the
excitation sound creation all need to be accurate otherwise the “weak link”
becomes the limiting factor affecting the overall base excitation sound needed for
natural-sounding speech production.
The entire electrolarynx problem is a classic case of GIGO - Garbage In Garbage
Out! The base sound is inherently mechanical which results in a final mechanicallyperceived speech. This is understood by the fact that a base robotic sound further
modulated by the rest of the vocal tract (lips, mouth etc.) can only yield a
modulated robotic speech. The rest of the vocal tract does not magically remove
the “robotic-ness” as it is not its job to do so. They can only modulate what is fed
in (hence the analogy to GIGO).
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Figure 21: Equating the electrolarynx problem to its voicing creation

From Fig 21 above, it makes sense to completely revamp the excitation source and
all processes leading up to the placement of the sound at the base of the vocal
tract for the production of more natural-sounding speech. The next section
discusses some of the factors to be considered for the creation of the ideal
excitation sound. Given the complexity of this subsystem and the time scope, this
thesis did not fully address this part but rather focuses on another subsystem that
will be essential for the final product.
After a careful thought on the mechanism of speech production involving the 3
subsystems as mentioned at the end of chapter 1, it was concluded that if
frequency and amplitude information could be obtained from the user’s breath,
then the EL excitation components (its control signals) could be better synthesized
to more closely replicate the usual laryngeal speech. This is implemented in Design
I of chapter 5.
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Acoustics and Psychoacoustic Factors: Sound Source to Speech
Apart from the visual information obtained from time and frequency domain plots
from the experiments, the psychoacoustics of sound is also very important to
understand the engineering of a better excitation tone. The section highlights
findings that could be helpful to keep in mind.
The base sound (from the origin or vocal folds) generated for speech production
is referred to as the sound source. This sound is made of up of the fundamental
frequency and a set of harmonics as it is not a pure tone.
Pure tone: This is typically characteristic of a sinusoidal waveform possessing one
distinct frequency in the frequency domain.
Harmonics: These are overtones of the fundamental at specified intervals.
Given a fundamental frequency sound, and another mixture of the fundamental
and its harmonics, the latter sounds more “noisy” with a feel of high frequency
sound which makes sense since they consists of harmonics. This is where the
electrolarynx buzz falls.
Timbre: Timbre describes the overall frequency content of the sound
Formant Frequency: This corresponds to spectral peaks of source sound or
resonances of the vocal tract. The formant frequencies are also regions of high
energy in spectrograms [4].
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Due to the manner of vibration of the vocal folds, the f0 is so determined and
therefore is always the rate of vibration of the vocal folds. However, for non-vocalfold sounds, the f0 does not have to be present for the pitch to be perceived since
the concept of pitch draws majorly from periodicity and not merely the spectral
positioning of a so-called fundamental frequency [4]. This implies that the lowest
frequency is not always the fundamental frequency. Perhaps, this explains the
perceived pitch of the electrolarynx buzz at 125Hz even though the first significant
frequency contents were observed after 400Hz. In most cases, the Least Common
Divisor of a set of harmonics determine the perceived pitch [37]. This is helpful for
the engineering of a sound on a small device (e.g. speaker) which cannot
adequately reproduce low frequency due to its size. However, its virtual or
perceptual nature, this should not be employed for the electrolarynx since the oral
resonators cannot act on the perception and hence there will be no boosting
effect on this frequency.
According to [37], the harmonics and the formant frequencies can be
independently controlled by tension placed on the vocal folds where higher
tension implies faster glottal “pulse train” producing higher f0 with more spacedout harmonics. For the engineering of the electrolarynx sound, more attention
should be paid to the period of the waveform or relative periodicity of the
harmonics.
It is important to understand formant frequencies in speech. However, it is equally
important to understand how the introduction or interception of the usual speech
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flow by the electrolarynx works with the formant frequencies. Given that formant
values are highly dependent on the vocal tract properties such as its length and
shape [4] and that resonant cavities could be likened to linear filters [37] implying
the non-creation of new frequencies but boosting of some harmonics and
suppression of others, it is safe to say that the composition of the harmonics
present in the injected EL sound play a major role in the timbre of the final speech
as the some of the harmonics which are undesired (including distortions) could
fall in regions where they are amplified thereby contributing to the poor
electrolaryngeal speech.
In conclusion, the source tone of the electrolarynx is a major factor contributing
to the nature of the electrolaryngeal speech and thus should be given adequate
attention. This sound should be engineered with consideration of (a) harmonic
makeup, (b) near-periodicity involving successive slight changes in consecutive
periods, given that absolute periodicity invokes an artificial buzzy and un-natural
sound [37], and (c) sufficient repetitions to create a perception of pitch. This is
indeed where “Engineering becomes an Art,” as these nitty-gritty details are highly
important for a more natural sound.

This is not an easy task as the final “desired excitation or source sound” should be
continuously tweaked working backwards to ensure that from inception or
generation through the different subsystems, till the end, that the final sound
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injected at the base of the vocal tract is indeed the intended replica of the natural
version and not just the originally generated sound. Fig 22 below shows a
simplified version of this very involved process.

Figure 22: Considerations for transfer functions affecting the engineering of the source sound

Statistical processes would also be employed to address the person-person
differences for the neck and vocal tract units.
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Chapter 5
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Having understood how the usual laryngeal speech is produced, and also some of
the differences between the electrolaryngeal and laryngeal speech, this chapter
focuses on proposing novel approaches for producing a more natural speech for
laryngetomees. The factors below are considered steps in the right direction
towards improving the electrolarynx:
1) Changing the excitation sound source of the EL
2) Building an linear transducer for better control
3) Getting rid of the buzz and finding an alternate method to inject the
excitation sound into the mouth cavity for further modulation to speech
4) Replicating the usual laryngeal human speech production by using the
breath signals (amplitude and frequency) to more synchronously control
a) the volume and pitch of the EL and b) the on/off activation thereby
preventing unwanted fill-ins of spectral valleys. The removal of unwanted
spectral fill-ins by the buzz results in increased speech intelligibility from a
perceptual/psychoacoustics perspective.
In the spirit of keeping things simple in order to keep track of the issue at hand,
these suggestions above all fall within the same umbrella of engineering a
more ideal excitation source with easy-to-adopt controls. This comprises the
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generation and efficient transmission of the sound till it gets to the base of the
vocal tract as an input.
However, given the very involved but understood process required for the
appropriate source tone generation as previously mentioned in chapter 4, a
new approach was taken with plans to work on sound source for the future.
This employed a 3-step process to improve the electrolarynx:


Generation and automation of control signal



Excitation sound generation and efficient transmission



Ergonomics

These steps are not necessarily completely sequential as the other processes are
taken into consideration at each stage of the design. It turns out that step one of
the 3-step plan not only helps with speech sound but also paves way for the
ergonomics aspect as detailed in the next section.
Design I highlights the generation of the control signals which is a step towards
finding that “ideal excitation tone”, while Design II, which is a completely different
direction, deals with the design of a prototype for an entirely new technique for
speech production which will be beneficial for the speaking-impaired - “Speech by
articulation recognition”.
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Design I: Automatic On/Off Synchronization using natural breath signals (HumanAudio Sensing Approach)
A major issue with the electrolaryngeal speech is the non-synchronization
between the turning on and off of the buzz with speech and silence regardless of
the speed of the user. For speech intelligibility, the spectral valleys marked by
regions of silence need to exist in their right places otherwise, the speech would
be inaccurately represented or perceived thus leading to difficulty in
comprehension for the listener. When the buzz remains on after the utterance of
a word, it ‘daisy-chains’ to the next word thereby skipping some parts of the region
of silence giving a run-on perception. This phenomenon affects the intelligibility
of the speech. It also accounts for the difficulty in distinction between voiced and
voiceless sounds; words which would have otherwise been voiceless appear
voiced when the buzz is on.
A design incorporating human breath is proposed, built and tested. With human
signals, the goal is an automatic voice activation, change in volume and change in
pitch without any hassle resulting from control or ease of use. This is especially
important given the difficulty in implementing some of the prior art, which
required a high level of far-fetched manual dexterity.

Figure 23: Flowchart for the automatic EL on/off activation using breath signals
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One of the distinguishing features of this design is that it is not a corrective
measure as many other techniques which aim to reverse-engineer the
electrolarynx in order to make it sound better. Rather, it generates direct
information from the source (i.e. using a sensor in the stoma) to accurately form
the speech. It senses the onset of speech and therefore turns on the EL vibration.
At the end of the speech, or in silent regions, the vibration automatically turns off.
This is highly beneficial for the users as many people do not keep track of the
inflections, volume, pauses and silences between their speeches or phrases in
order to act fast enough to silence the buzzer hence introducing the confusion
between voiced and voiceless sounds in addition to contributing to prolonged
background noise. In essence, this design also incorporates the implementation of
the noise removal process. Another by-product of this design is that power is
conserved as current is only drawn when there is actual speech. This automatic
on/off synchronization is intended to work alongside an automatic volume and
pitch control using signals sensed from the human breath as well (either a version
produced by Uemi et al. or an alternative setup which is currently being built).
Since it is quite difficult to accurately engineer pitch externally, an internal signal
such as the breath is believed to be a step in the right direction. This pitch aspect
is not included here since a proof of concept has already been demonstrated.
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Figure 24: Prototype of automatic EL activator using breath signal

The Final Product Concept:

Having targeted the excitation sound as the bane of the electrolarynx, some work
has begun to improve this subsystem as part of the future work.
In the end, the finished electrolarynx will incorporate the miniaturized versions of
the prototype subsystems already discussed with attention given to ergonomics
and battery life and form as well. The product would be in the form of a neckbrace with a one-sided tip akin to a headphone bud to extract breath info from
the stoma. The vibrator comes on automatically when the user speaks seamlessly
incorporating pitch and volume adjustments when needed as partly
demonstrated by Design I above (Fig 24). This neck brace model is intended to free
the user’s hands so that they can talk and use their two hands simultaneously, as
well as reduce the stigma and attention drawn to a handheld device. The path for
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the hands-free nature has already been paved given the implementation of Design
I above which successfully turns on with the breath info rendering the buttons and
hand usage redundant. Future work will improve on this circuit for better accuracy
and also delve into enhanced and durable flexible battery to ensure a long talk
time and fit the design form. The design is however yet to be tested on
laryngectomees.

While awaiting the building of the subsystems relating to the final product, “An
improved electrolarynx using human breath sensing”, an alternative method of
speech production which makes use of already-available technology, is proposed
as discussed in Design II below.
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Design II: Alaryngeal Speech Enhancement by Articulatory Pattern Recognition
Another contribution of this thesis is the introduction of an alternative to the three
major speech types: the buzzy electrolaryngeal speech, esophageal and tracheoesophageal speech. The basis of this speech production technique is explained by
monitoring the external speech articulation patterns using flex sensors and
mapping them to natural-sounding speeches using Pattern Recognition Systems.
Inspiration for this design stems from Dr. Kenneth Steven’s speech articulation xray video [38] and also largely on the advancement in speech technology thus far.
It is definitely a step in the right direction with relatively less problematic
dependent subsystems. One might however, argue that person-to-person
differences could pose a challenge to this alaryngeal speech technique but with
an advancement in machine learning, this would be a relatively easy problem to
solve.
Versatility is another forte of this technique. From one of the sections of a
cancer.org article [39] subtitled “Surgery for oral cavity and oropharyngeal
cancer” one could infer that given the different oral ailments which could lead to
loss of the elements of the vocal tracts (such as glossectomy, mandibulectomy,
maxillectomy), it would become imperative to compensate for the acoustics of
these missing organs. However, this new design technique, alaryngeal speech via
articulatory pattern recognition, offers an insensitivity to the transfer function of
the missing parts. Once the articulation pattern is detected externally, it is
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immediately matched to intelligible phoneme and then to speech thereby
eliminating the need for a complete vocal tract and subsequent engineered
compensations.
However, one other concern could be the use of an alternate voice rather than
the laryngectomee’s voice, but this technique definitely presents another viable
option for people who do not mind a different voice of their choice given that the
final product will include a set of voices as options. The figures below highlight the
flowchart (Fig 25) and prototype (Fig 26) as a proof of concept for the alaryngeal
speech via articulatory pattern recognition.

Figure 25: Flowchart demonstrating “alaryngeal speech via articulatory pattern recognition”
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Figure 26: Prototype demonstrating “alaryngeal speech via articulatory pattern recognition”

Fig 26 above demonstrates the alternative speech method proposed. When the
user talks (demonstrated by the speaking skull), the jaw excursions recorded by
the accelerometer are sensed with the aid of the flex sensors and then converted
to digital bits using an analog-digital converter with its output sent to a
microcontroller and recognition system which translates it to phonemes and then
speech. This speech is a normal sounding synthesized speech which is played out
through a portable speaker system for the listener.
The finalized product will be miniaturized as well since this is only a prototype. The
flex sensor and accelerometer assembly will be fitted into a turtle-neck-like piece
worn on the neck for a more effective communication.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION

People with loss or paralysis of vocal folds will benefit and live happier and longer
lives given an effective communication technique devoid of derivative problems.
Having discussed the limitations of the electrolaryngeal speech, the most adopted
voice rehabilitation technique after surgical removal of the larynx, and some
ongoing but non-unified research work since the invention of the electrolarynx,
this thesis served to provide a knowledge base of some promising directions. It
also made some recommendations about some efforts that can be collaborated
or merged for a better sounding device. The tunneled-vision focus on noise
removal was also challenged as noise is only a symptom of the major problem, a
non-ideal excitation source generation and transmission to the base of the vocal
tract.
After careful consideration of the subsystems required for an efficient
electrolarynx device with their relative level of complexity, a 3-step plan was made
comprising (a) building of the electrolarynx control, (b) development of a more
ideal excitation signal with considerations for efficient coupling or transmission
and (c) adequate attention to the ergonomics (the human factors aspect) of the
design. This last part is especially needed because engineers typically focus on the
technical aspects forgetting the need for ease of use, which may otherwise render
the whole design un-adoptable by the laryngectomees. The ergonomics aspect
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also helps call less attention to the laryngectomees’ disability compared to the
hand usage of a speaking device. It is also important to mention that the elements
of this 3-step strategy are not acted upon sequentially but are all taken into
consideration at each step of the design.
With respect to the first step, Human Audio Sensing was employed to design an
automatically-activated electrolarynx device taking advantage of the stoma. This
device helps reduce voiced/voiceless-phoneme indistinguishability, since
accidental fillings of normally-empty spectral valleys from continuous buzz is
reduced. This design was also intended to incorporate volume and pitch
information seamlessly without stringent requirements for the control and mental
exertion by the user stemming from keeping track of the speech prosody. As a byproduct of this strategy, the design paved the way for a hands-free neck-worn
electrolarynx since it is activated by the breath signal therefore rendering the
buttons and hand usage redundant. The built circuit needs further improvement
for increased accuracy and it is also yet to be tested on a laryngectomee’s stoma.
This thesis also introduced another speech technique for laryngectomees using
articulatory pattern recognition with the aid of flex sensors and accelerometers
for a synthesized but more natural-sounding speech.
Future work will focus on the refinement of the automation circuitry for better
accuracy and the design of better excitation sounds, taking into consideration the
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characteristics needed from the normal human excitation signal to synthesize a
replica.
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APPENDIX
Circuit Diagrams:

Figure 27: Power Supply, Audio Amp and Eye_Mouth LED Stages
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Figure 28: Playback Stage
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Figure 29: Servo Control and Accelerometer Stage
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Figure 30: Flex Sensor and A/D Stage
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Spectral Subtraction Implementation
function specsub_ns_dct(filename,method,outfile)
%
%
% Implements the spectral subtraction algorithm [32] in the
cosine domain with different
% noise estimation algorithms specified by 'mcra'.
%
%
% Usage: specsub_ns(noisyFile, mcra, outputFile)
%
%
infile - noisy speech file in .wav format
%
outputFile - enhanced output file in .wav format
%
mcra - noise estimation algorithm:
%
'martin'
= Martin''s minimum tracking
algorithm [2]
%
'mcra'
= Minimum controlled recursive
average algorithm (Cohen) [3]
%
'mcra2'
= variant of Minimum controlled
recursive
%
average algorithm (Rangachari &
Loizou) [4]
%
'doblinger' = continuous spectral minimum
tracking(Doblinger) [5]
%
% Example call:
specsub_ns('sp04_babble_sn10.wav','mcra2','out_ss_mcra2.wav');
%
% matlab code accompanying [5] (by Sundar Rangachari, Yang Lu
and Philipos C. Loizou)
% was modified and improved upon to use while performing the
speech enhancement algorithms
%
% Credit: Raaonak Kabir
%
%
%------------------------------------------------------------------------

[x,Srate,nbits]=wavread(filename); %may start here if forced to
use audioread % and then manually find and replace method. Name
outfile

% =============== Initialize variables ===============
%
len=floor(20*Srate/1000); % Frame size in samples
if rem(len,2)==1, len=len+1; end;
PERC=50; % window overlap in percent of frame size
len1=floor(len*PERC/100);
len2=len-len1;
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alpha=2.0; % power exponent
FLOOR=0.002;
win=hamming(len); %tukey(len,PERC);

% define window

%--- allocate memory and initialize various variables
k=1;
nDCT=2*len; %applies for dct
img=sqrt(-1);
x_old=zeros(len1,1);
Nframes=floor(length(x)/len2)-1;
xfinal=zeros(Nframes*len2,1);
%=============================== Start Processing
=======================================================
%
for n=1:Nframes
insign=win.*x(k:k+len-1);
%Windowing
spec=dct(insign,nDCT);
%compute cosine transform of a
frame
sig=abs(spec); % compute the magnitude
ns_ps=sig.^2;
%save the phase information for each frame.
theta=angle(spec);
% ----------------- estimate/update noise psd -------------if n == 1
parameters = initialise_parameters(ns_ps,Srate,method);
else
parameters = noise_estimation(ns_ps,method,parameters);
end
noise_ps = parameters.noise_ps;
noise_mu=sqrt(noise_ps); % magnitude spectrum
% --------------------------------------------------------SNRseg=10*log10(norm(sig,2)^2/norm(noise_mu,2)^2);
if alpha==1.0
beta=berouti1(SNRseg);
else
beta=berouti(SNRseg);
end

%&&&&&&&&&
sub_speech=sig.^alpha - beta*noise_mu.^alpha;
diffw = sub_speech-FLOOR*noise_mu.^alpha;
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% Floor negative components
z=find(diffw <0);
if~isempty(z)
sub_speech(z)=FLOOR*noise_mu(z).^alpha;
end

%
sub_speech(nDCT/2+2:nDCT)=flipud(sub_speech(2:nDCT/2));
to ensure conjugate symmetry for real reconstruction
%multiply the whole frame dct with the phase information

%

x_phase=(sub_speech.^(1/alpha)).*(cos(theta)+img*(sin(theta)));

% take the IDCT
xi=real(idct(x_phase));
% --- Overlap and add --------------%
xfinal(k:k+len2-1)=x_old+xi(1:len1);
x_old=xi(1+len1:len);
k=k+len2;
end
%================================================================
========================
% wavwrite(xfinal,Srate,16,outfile); % originally
wavwrite(xfinal,Srate,nbits,'chiamaka_test2');
%-------------------------------- E N D ------------------------------------function a=berouti1(SNR)
if SNR>=-5.0 & SNR<=20
a=3-SNR*2/20;
else
if SNR<-5.0
a=4;
end
if SNR>20
a=1;
end
end
function a=berouti(SNR)
if SNR>=-5.0 & SNR<=20
a=4-SNR*3/20;
else
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if SNR<-5.0
a=5;
end
if SNR>20
a=1;
end
end
%
% plotting the original and denoised speech samples
OrgEL=audioread (filename)
DenoisedEL =audioread (outfile)
figure(1)
plot(OrgEL)
title ('EL Speech Recording'),
xlabel('sample'),ylabel('Amplitude')
figure(2)
plot(DenoisedEL)
title ('Denoised EL Speech'),
xlabel('sample'),ylabel('Amplitude')
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Preliminary Experiments
%Comparing Laryngeal and EL Speech samples.
%Time and Freq Preliminary Experiments
clear all;
%Read in speech file
[clip1, Fs1]= audioread('normalSpeechFile');
[clip1EL, Fs1EL]= audioread('ELfile');
%prepped speech file to start from actual speech
% clip = clip1(50000:200000)
% wavwrite (clip1, Fs1, 'modNormV')
% plot (clip)
%change to mono
clip1 = mean(clip1,2);
clip1EL = mean(clip1EL,2);
%To see the Frequencies present
a1= fft(clip1);
a1 = fftshift (a1);
a1EL= fft(clip1EL); a1EL = fftshift (a1EL);
figure(1)
subplot (221), plot (clip1), title ('original speech');axis([0
200000 -0.065 0.065])
subplot (222), plot (clip1EL),title ('EL speech');axis([0 200000
-0.065 0.065])
subplot (223), plot (abs(a1)), title ('FFT of original speech');
subplot (224), plot (abs(a1EL)),title('FFT of EL speech') ;
%%positive FFT in dB scale
[origFFT,F1] = positiveFFT(clip1, Fs1);
figure(2)
normFFT_pic = 20*log10(abs(origFFT));
plot (normFFT_pic, 'r'), title ('posFFT of the
speeches'),ylabel('Magnitude'),xlabel('frequency');
[elFFT, F2] = positiveFFT(clip1EL, Fs1EL);
hold on
Elfft_pic= 20*log10(abs(elFFT));
plot (Elfft_pic, 'b'),
legend('Orig','EL')
%Blind Subtraction in Freq Domain and Re-Addition (pad as needed)
%elFFT_padded = [elFFT, zeros(1,(length(origFFT)length(elFFT)))];
elFFT_padded = elFFT(1:length(origFFT)) %the word padded is
maintained for ease
Diff = origFFT - elFFT_padded;
figure(3)
plot (20*log10(abs(Diff))), title ('posFFT of the spectral
difference'),ylabel('Magnitude'),xlabel('frequency');
%adding Difference to EL speech
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%EL_adjusted = [elFFT, zeros(1,(length(Diff)- length(elFFT)))] +
Diff;
EL_adjusted = elFFT_padded + Diff;
figure(4)
plot (abs(Diff)), title ('Difference Signal'), xlabel
('Freq'),ylabel ('mag')
EL_fixed = ifft(EL_adjusted);
El_fixed2 = real (EL_fixed); %ignoring round-off errors
%%%%%%comparing spectra
figure (5)
orig1= 20*log10(abs(origFFT));
plot (orig1, 'r'), title('Spectra of the
Speeches'),ylabel('Magnitude'),xlabel('frequency');
hold on
el1=20*log10(abs(elFFT));
plot (el1, 'b')
hold on
elAdj= 20*log10(abs(EL_adjusted));
plot (elAdj, 'g'), title ('New Spectrum -showing high
frequencies'),ylabel('Magnitude'),xlabel('frequency');
legend('Orig','EL','Adjusted EL')

% resampling adjusted EL sound
El_fixed3 = resample (El_fixed2,2,1);
%%Comparing EL speech with Edited El speech
soundsc (clip1, Fs1)%original
soundsc (clip1EL,Fs1EL) %EL output
soundsc (El_fixed2, Fs1EL) %Enhanced_EL_notResampled
soundsc (El_fixed3, Fs1EL) %Enhanced_EL

% Listening to the Difference Signal: A mix of the 2 original
sounds
DiffIFFT = ifft (Diff);
DiffIFFT = real (DiffIFFT);
DiffResampled = resample (DiffIFFT,2,1);
soundsc(abs(DiffResampled), Fs1)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Adding random noise to model the mouth's high frequency
AvgSig
factor
Noise1
Noise2
Noise3

= mean(clip1EL) %a diff version loops through adding a
of the magnitude to diff freqs
= 0.9 * AvgSig * rand(size(clip1EL));
= 0.01 * AvgSig * rand(size(clip1EL));
= 0.001 * AvgSig * rand(size(clip1EL));

HNoisySig1 = clip1EL + Noise1;
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HNoisySig2 = clip1EL + Noise2;
HNoisySig3 = clip1EL + Noise3;
a1El1 = fft(HNoisySig1);a1El1 = fftshift(a1El1);
a1El2 = fft(HNoisySig2);a1El2 = fftshift(a1El2);
a1El3 = fft(HNoisySig3);a1El3 = fftshift(a1El3);
figure (6)
subplot (231), plot(HNoisySig1), title ('Plot of Noisy
Sig1'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (234), plot(abs(a1El1)), title ('FFT of Noisy
Sig1'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (232), plot(HNoisySig2), title ('Plot of Noisy
Sig2'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (235), plot(abs(a1El2)), title ('FFT of Noisy
Sig2'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (233), plot(HNoisySig3), title ('Plot of Noisy
Sig3'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (236), plot(abs(a1El3)), title ('FFT of Noisy
Sig3'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')

soundsc(clip1,Fs1)
soundsc(clip1EL,Fs1)
soundsc(HNoisySig1, Fs1)
soundsc(HNoisySig2, Fs1)
soundsc(HNoisySig3, Fs1)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%
%Adding only high frequency noise
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%
AvgSig = mean(clip1EL)
Noise1 = 0.01 * AvgSig(1) * rand(size(clip1EL));
Noise2 = 0.2 * AvgSig(1) * rand(size(clip1EL));
Noise3 = 0.3 * AvgSig(1) * rand(size(clip1EL));
%Filter off the lower frequencies
[b1,a11] = butter (8,100/(10000/2), 'high');
filtnoise1 = filter(b1,a11,Noise1);
[b2,a2] = butter (8,100/(10000/2), 'high');
filtnoise2 = filter(b2,a2,Noise2);
[b3,a3] = butter (8,100/(10000/2), 'high');
filtnoise3 = filter(b3,a3,Noise3);
HNoisySig1 = clip1EL + filtnoise1;
HNoisySig2 = clip1EL + filtnoise2;
HNoisySig3 = clip1EL + filtnoise3;
a1El1 = fft(HNoisySig1);a1El1 = fftshift(a1El1);
a1El2 = fft(HNoisySig2);a1El2 = fftshift(a1El2);
a1El3 = fft(HNoisySig3);a1El3 = fftshift(a1El3);
figure (7)
title ('testing High Freq Noise Addition')
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subplot (231), plot(HNoisySig1), title ('Plot of Noisy
Sig1'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (234), plot(abs(a1El1)), title ('FFT of Noisy
Sig1'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (232), plot(HNoisySig2), title ('Plot of Noisy
Sig2'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (235), plot(abs(a1El2)), title ('FFT of Noisy
Sig2'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (233), plot(HNoisySig3), title ('Plot of Noisy
Sig3'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
subplot (236), plot(abs(a1El3)), title ('FFT of Noisy
Sig3'),xlabel ('sample'),ylabel ('mag')
soundsc(clip1,Fs1)
soundsc(clip1EL,Fs1)
soundsc(HNoisySig1, Fs1)
soundsc(HNoisySig2, Fs1)
soundsc(HNoisySig3, Fs1)
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Prelim Test (For Buzz Masking)
%real speech
[clip1, Fs1]=
audioread('C:\Users\cchima01\Desktop\soundfiles\NormalV.wav');
% Load EL speech signal
[InSig, Fs]=
audioread('C:\Users\cchima01\Desktop\soundfiles\ElV.wav');
Insig = mean(InSig,2)
T = 1/Fs;
t = (0:length(InSig)-1)* T;
N1= length(InSig)
plot (t, InSig), title ('speech');
deltaf1 = Fs1/N1; x1 = [0:1:N1/2]*deltaf1;
%FFT
FF1 = fft(InSig);
%Plot in dB
figure(3)
plot (x1(1:N1/2),(20*log10(abs(FF1(1:N1/2))))), title('Spectrum
of EL Speech'),ylabel('Magnitude'),xlabel('frequency');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Filter Design
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
wc=0.72*pi;
wc=wc/pi; %normalized frequency
N=45; %filter length
nH = (-((N-1)/2):-1)
LHS2=-1*(wc*sinc(wc*nH)); %for n<0
Mid=1-(wc); %for n=0
RHS=flip(LHS2); %symmetry
C=[LHS2 Mid RHS]; %coefficients
%Mag response
[Hhf, wnhf]=freqz(C,1);
figure(4)
plot(wnhf/pi,abs(Hhf))
xlabel('Normalized Frequency \omega/\pi')
ylabel('Magnitude')
title('FIR Highpass (Filter length: 45)')
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Using the
filter%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
FiltSig=filter(C,1,InSig);
figure(5)
plot (t,FiltSig)
title('Modified Freq ResponseHPF'),ylabel('Amplitude'),xlabel('Time')
axis([0 0.05 0 1.1])
%%%%%LISTEN TO IT
soundsc(FiltSig, Fs)
soundsc(InSig, Fs)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Trying (Double)Differentiation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
L= 81;
M = (L-1)/2;
n = 1:M;
b = cos(pi*n)./n;
num = [-fliplr(b) 0 b];
[Hdiff, wdiff]=freqz(num,1);%Magnitude response
DiffFiltSig=filter(num,1,InSig);
figure(5)
plot (t,DiffFiltSig)
title('Modified Freq
Response'),ylabel('Amplitude'),xlabel('Time')
%%%%%LISTEN TO IT
soundsc(DiffFiltSig, Fs)
soundsc(InSig, Fs)
%2nd Differentiation
Diff2FiltSig=filter(num,1,DiffFiltSig);
figure(5)
plot (t,Diff2FiltSig)
soundsc(Diff2FiltSig, Fs)
soundsc(InSig, Fs1)

%addLPF to Make Low-Pass Double Differentiator to curtail HF
noise
N
= 45;
Fp = 400;
Fs = 44.1e3;
Rp = 0.00058;
Rs = 1e-4;
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NUM = firceqrip(N,Fp/(Fs/2),[Rp Rs],'passedge');% Coeff vector
fvtool(NUM,'Fs',Fs,'Color','White') % Visualize filter
DiffFiltSig3=filter(NUM,1,Diff2FiltSig);
plot (t,DiffFiltSig3)
soundsc(InSig, Fs1)
soundsc(DiffFiltSig, Fs1)
soundsc(Diff2FiltSig, Fs1)
soundsc (DiffFiltSig3, Fs1)
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